if you have a ruler, use it to mark 3cm widths
along the short sides of a piece of a4 paper.
3cm

activity
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2 MAKE AND SEND

A 2 metre message

3cm

join up the marks, and then cut the paper into 7
strips. if you don’t have a ruler, don’t worry,
just make the divisions as even as you can!

using glue or tape - stick all 7 strips together...

you now have a 2 metre long piece of paper!

and you are ready to create your 2 metre message...
we were thinking about all the people that we haven’t been able to see for a while, and how nice it would be to even be 2 metres apart from them.
perhaps you could start your message something like this...

and then fill up the rest of your message with drawings
or doodles or poems or jokes or stickers or paintings ... or even an actual letter!
you can use one side, or both - go to town, or keep it simple...
when you’re finished,
fold your message up into a zigzag and pop it into an
envelope and send it to the person you are missing...

If you have a printer, you could download the Two Metre Message template
from our website: www.renfrewshireleisure.com/arts-projects/
Colour in the message in the middle - then write, draw, stick, doodle or
paint in the blank strips. Cut the sheet into strips along the printed lines,
stick the strips together so that the message is 2 metres long - fold it up,
pop into an envelope and send it to the person you are missing!

...they will be delighted when they get their message from you!
Take photos of what you make - if you can, and share them with us using the hashtag

We’d love to see all the MESSAGEs that get made!
If you would prefer to share your pictures via email - send them to:

artsteam@renfrewshire.gov.uk
Keep an eye on www.renfrewshireleisure.com/arts-projects/
We will be uploading a new activity every week!

The original version of this idea by Miriam Storey from Greenwich Libraries – and Eltham Library Fun Palace Maker features on the Tiny Revolutions of Connection website at funpalaces.co.uk/tinyrevolutions-2metremasterpiece/

